Tuesday, June 17, 2014

9:01 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

AMA Says Cheerleading Is a Sport so lets get some
CHEERLEADING CHANTS going for 1 million SWF to become
MD's...
6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II

6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "kill
Saw Key West Jews" Pentagon architect plans... for Key West
Jews or read books and sell t-shirts and cosmetics for $700 a
jar. Believe it or not they read books from the KW Library. My
old Boss from the "Booth" at Green + Duval went back to
Israel to "Kill People" as his 3 other partners in the "Booth"
also "Kill People" thats how they got to KW and opened a
store.
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6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II
6-17-14 iApp for GM. 3 Billion "Gasoline cars recalled"... This
time it's 3 million cars. The automaker says its recalling
more than three-million vehicles over an ignition switch
issue linked to eight crashes and six injuries.

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Pentagon architect did plan this I
suspect. My point is "Serendipity" the Jew book reader didn't
have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine
invention projects for a Serendipity Invention in the book he
showed me yesterday!
6-17-14 iApp for Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014
Greg + Wives should be working on Today in Key West but this
was not in the Pentagon's architects plans!

6-17-14 iApp for BEIJING, June 17 (Reuters) - The world's
biggest retailer, Wal-Mart Stores Inc, said on Tuesday that it
will increase its spending on food safety in China to 300
million yuan
6-17-14 iApp for Pasteur's 1,001 Invention Projects for 2014
Greg + Wives should be working on Today!

6-17-14 Over Protected Kids have no idea there has been a
dramatic increase in the number of OJ clones laying in wait
to kill you her if she takes a ride home from the Green Parrot
Bar + Gas Station in Key West. Pentagon architect plans...
could have saved 19K SWF from being killed at the Green
Parrot Bar + Gas Station and saved 270K women from being
robed + sucker punched at a Gas Station hold up... Pentagon
architect plans...
6-17-14 Neurologists, "1984 II" Novel written at the
Hemingway Writing Classes in Key West.
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6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans... Citizen's Voice Key West Newspaper Today "Boca Chica
airfield is basicallya training facility, not a commercial
airport. The pilots don't really have to land in that driving
rain and 30-knot wind someone mentioned. They're
training. "Serendipity" training for "Star Travel" readers
have a list of gravity engine or silent Israeli Jet Engine
inventions... Key West Navy Pilots need to work on Star Travel
Training but I don't think the Pentagon architects have
stopped killing women + children yet, they have to get this
out of their blood with a good Hemingway Novel + long list
of invention projects when reading it. Grin!

6-17-14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... 52 Nearest Stars
+ Aliens are to be killed...
6-17-14 iApp for Pentagon architect plans... Any guy from
Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion in $4 gas money can
finance the next 9/11... Republicans are sounding the
warning that the next 9/11-like terror plot could emerge
from the regions of Iraq and Syria that are currently
dominated by an extremist group bearing down on
Baghdad.

6-17-14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of
words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the Hippocampus
Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" Pentagon
architect plans...
6-17-14 Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in... China,
USA, Moscow, World Wide advancements + modernizing for
the Futuristic Neurologists Superintendent of Schools.
Pentagon architect plans...

6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!

6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
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6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II BEIJING, June 17
(Reuters) - China's top diplomat will visit Vietnam on
Wednesday in a sign the two countries want to ease tensions
over China's deployment of an oil rig in the disputed South
China Sea, but experts said there were many ...

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II A clinical trial
involving nearly 300 Chinese men and women residing in
one of China's most polluted regions found that daily
consumption of a half cup of broccoli sprout beverage
produced rapid, significant and sustained higher levels of
excretion of benzene, a known human carcinogen, and
acrolein, a lung irritant. Researchers from the Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, working with
colleagues at several U.S. and Chinese institutions, used the
broccoli sprout beverage to provide sulforaphane, a plant
compound already demonstrated to have cancer preventive
properties in animal studies. The study was published in the
June 9 online edition of the journal Cancer Prevention
Research.

6-17-14 iApp for 1984 Neurologists who are MD's and know
about Poison Gas Exhaust is Holocaust II Air pollution, an
increasing global problem, causes as many as seven million
deaths a year worldwide, according to the World Health
Organization, and has in recent years reached perilous
levels in many parts of China. Last year, the International
Agency for Research on Cancer classified air pollution and
particulate matter (PM) from air pollution as carcinogenic
to humans.

6-17-14 iApp for Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in
Key West... Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a
Neurologists. Pentagon architect plans... don't include any
Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West!
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Neurologists Superintendent of Schools in Key West!

6-17-14 iApp for "Total Memorization" memorized a list of
words for the "A Serendipity Invention of the hippocampus
Soul's" "skill Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the
current book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon
architect plans... neurocomputational theorists have long
suspected, researchers at the Dignity Health Barrow
Neurological Institute in Phoenix, Ariz. and University of
California, San Diego School of Medicine report that the
human brain locks down episodic memories in the
hippocampus, committing each recollection to a distinct,
distributed fraction of individual cells. The findings,
published in the June 16 Early Edition of PNAS, further
illuminate the neural basis of human memory and may,
ultimately, shed light on new

6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...

6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...
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plans...

6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...

6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
6-17-14 iApp for the "Serendipity Book Reading Soul's" "skill
Saw iApp for Serendipity Invention" reading the current
book or article... Medical Article for Sure. Pentagon architect
plans...

6-17-14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks...
Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...
End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion
More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
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6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter for your
Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical
School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!
6-4-14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build
a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. Amazing
Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
6-17-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
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6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10-Inch
Portable Jobsite Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon,
Athens, Greece, "the supreme example among architectural
sites... for the kids in the back yard all on an Apple iApp and
your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single Bevel Compound Miter
Saw, Bosch Circular Saw all plug into your iPhone6s or
iPhone7s. Job Site monitoring by the architect is
programmed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so the Carpenters,
Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the
architect plans are doing the cutting and measuring,
BEEPING with a spelled out Warning from a friendly voice
you missed a spot! Stop right now! Grin!
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
Another Day, Another Strategic Town Seized in Iraq...
Architect for "Star Travel" at NASA has a 2nd Home in Saudi
Arabia with a SWF sex slave as a perk from Mecca. 72 Virgins
can't be taken out of the thoughts of Moslem men at the CIA
or Pentagon HQ, just ask them what they will get in Heaven...
Brainwashed by 72 Virgins all of them just like OJ at the
Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West is waiting to rob
her at the "Gas Station!" Because he is robbed every time he
pays $4 a gallon and can't buy the ElectricWindmillFord
Escort Jimmy Carter saw to be the architect of Poison Gas
Exhaust for our Habitat for Humanity just because he was
bullied by Teddy Kennedy! Mary Kennedy was bullied and
hanged herself in the Kennedy barn, cops didn't count this
as 1 of the 19K murdered women in 2014!
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
pancreas iApp for the architect plans not to get pancreas
cancer! Beep warns you! Don't eat lunch meats!

6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10-Inch
Portable Jobsite Table Saw + Bosch CM12 12-Inch Single Bevel
Compound Miter Saw with Dust Bag and Blade-Change
Wrench + Bosch CM10GD 10-Inch Dual Bevel Glide Miter Saw,
15-Amp + Bosch CSW41 7-1/4-Inch Worm Drive Circular Saw
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
Medtronic agrees to buy Covidien for $42.9b in cash, stock...
Covidien was Valley Labs I tried to get a job here to reinvent
medical equipment and will still, but now Greg is armed
with the iApp and iPhone7s to plug into all of Cofidien's
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with the iApp and iPhone7s to plug into all of Cofidien's
medical equipment on their assembly lines... wow! 1,001
invention here!

6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10-Inch
Portable Jobsite Table Saw

6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans... your
new iPhone7s plugs into all the Bosch Skill Saws for the
Architect Skills!
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...

6-16-14 iApp According to Vitruvius, the architect should
strive to fulfill "Cut if Right the 1st Time + no tearing it down
to rebuild it as rework!
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch GTS1031 10-Inch
Portable Jobsite Table Saw building the kids The Parthenon,
Athens, Greece, "the supreme example among architectural
sites... for the kids in the back yard all on an Apple iApp and
your Bosch Skill Saw, Bosch Single Bevel Compound Miter
Saw, Bosch Circular Saw all plug into your iPhone6s or
iPhone7s. Job Site monitoring by the architect is
programmed into the Bosch Skill Saws for so the Carpenters,
Plumbers, Electricians can build it right the first time as the
architect plans are doing the cutting and measuring,
BEEPING with a spelled out Warning from a friendly voice
you missed a spot! Stop right now! Grin!

6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...
6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...

6-16-14 iApp for the "Skill Saw" Bosch architect plans...

6-15-14 Mandy Miles... " I'm not always proud of my fellow
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6-15-14 Mandy Miles... " I'm not always proud of my fellow
females in this world. We can be a little tough to
take..." ...relationship that had recently ended badly with his
latest lady friend..." "...I've said over and over to the men in
my life: Find a girl who has a good relationship with her
dad and she want set fire to your clothes in the front yard..."
"...statistics to back me up..." License to fish, drive, marry
Mandy Miles leaves out... ... crazy chick with daddy
issues... ...

6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
Polygamous Marriage License...
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
Polygamous Marriage License... Dad tell Mom he was in love
with the best lookin girl in the world... he was subconsciously
teaching me how a women deserves to be treated... Happy
Fathers Day Dad + Mom thanks for always being there! Will I
had to rescue the comics and Sports from Starbucks trash
can just now. I had to buy a paper to ready Mandy Miles,
Starbucks does not want you to share the news... grin! Thank
God I'm still here in Starbucks on Duval in Key West at the
Crowne Plaza Key West-La Concha!!
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
Polygamous Marriage License...

6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Coup
D'Etat after MIT gets Polygamous Marriage Made Legal will
we breath clean air visiting MIT Labs on Campus!
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! 007
License to kill... Iraq has posted photos that appear to show
its fighters shooting dead dozens of captured Iraqi soldiers
in a province north of the capital Baghdad... ESCALATING
violence in Iraq has sent crude oil prices to a nine-month
high amid fears supplies could be disrupted. Sunni-led
militants are tightening their grip on towns in the north
and east of Iraq, sparking concerns that their advance
south could put the ...

6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook,
who is 53, took over leadership of Apple nearly three years
ago, after the death of Steve Jobs, the company’s revered
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ago, after the death of Steve Jobs, the company’s revered
founder.

6-15-14 iApp to Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic
cancer!
6-15-15 Mr. Cook, who on Fathers Day wants a Porsche with a
Gravity Engine!
6-15-14 Jobs, the company’s revered founder... Save His Life
iApp! Greg + Wives in Key West will write this iApp!
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! MD
"Windfall" from Diet would be "OpenTable" Priceline is
buying restaurant booking service OpenTable for $2.6
billion. “OpenTable is a great match for The Priceline Group.
MD dieting would be a better match to live... "SAVE HER LIFE"
line getting her to go out to dinner with you at a MD
OpenTable Menu! grin!

6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Save Her
Life... Wife of Steve Jobs... after the death of Steve Jobs... Save
Her Life from a Diet that leads to "CANCER!!"
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
Polygamous Marriage License... with 4 wifes telling you not
to eat Lunch Meats! Mandy Miles has the Statistics to back
this up...
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Cook,
who is 53, took over leadership of Apple nearly three years
ago, after the death of Steve Jobs, hired a New Cook not a MD
for the HQ kitchen... I can't wait to get to the HQ Kitchen of
Apple HQ, iMenu Apps will appear on this web along with
Apple-Starbucks menu of Whole Foods menu copied and
pasted... grin! No Butter as none of Gregs MD wives will allow
butter until a futuristic Jobs or Pasteur invents a way to take
cardiac arrest out of eating Butter. As for cancer...
iPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life and features for
Save your life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting
Pancreatic cancer!

6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Investors
have clamored for Apple wizardry — a much-anticipated
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have clamored for Apple wizardry — a much-anticipated
iWatch or iTV, perhaps. To these critics, Mr. Cook is
uninspiring, his social views window dressing, when what
they want is magic. “Where is the grand design?” ...
iPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life and features for
Save you life from Cancer will Save 1 Trillion from getting
Pancreatic cancer!... asks Laurence I. Balter, chief market
strategist at Oracle... Greg reinvented Apple @
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ read the 1,001
iPhone007 Spy feature that will Save her Life from becoming
one of Mandy Miles Statistics of 19K murdered by a drunk
man in 2014... or for the Statistic of 2015 of 19K SWF
murdered by a drunk man. iPhone007 Spy feature that will
Save her Life and features for Save you life from Cancer will
Save 1 Trillion from getting Pancreatic cancer!

6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!! Mr. Balter
calls Apple a financial “Rock of Gibraltar"— it is sitting on
$150.6 billion of cash — but he says he has serious questions
about whether it can continue to be a hypergrowth company.
Is it a stock for growth investors, he asks, “or widows?” “Show
me the product,” he says. “Show me the ingenuity.”

6-15-14 Apple-Starbucks with $1 Trillion subsidy from $777
Trillion confiscated from Mecca + Allah for GeekSavvvvy
Techs at Apple-Starbucks to write you a iApp before you finish
your coffee and train you to find and use features faster
than Mr. Cook can... grin!
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
Polygamous Marriage License... with 1 Trillion iApps for your
24/7 BrainStorming Conversations in this Marriage made in
"Heaven" as we see it, NO 72 Virgins... just Soul-Mates for the
next 4 Trillion years watching the Sun Rise on Proxima
Centauri a Red Dwarf that will shine for the next 4 Trillion
years leading us to Wonder what else can be out there in the
Universe our Vietnam Vets (at the Key West Citizen News
Paper) on Earth killed in their forever Endless Wars Search +
Destroy Missions for George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators who
his behind hidden cameras better than the Universe
Concealments! Long Time Ago in a Far off Time Jimmy Cater
married in Georgia, he was Bullied by Teddy Kennedy into
using Poison Gas Exhaust on Humanity so he started Habitat
for Humanity...
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
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6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
Polygamous Marriage License...
6-15-14 Mandy Miles leaves out Marriage License!!
6-15-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!

6-15-14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks...
Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...
End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion
More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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